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We find special points in the Carlitz module related, on the one hand, to the
values at s=1 of characteristic p Dirichlet L-function analogues, and on the other
hand, to the values at negative integral values of s of a characteristic p Riemann
zeta-function analogue. The special points are constructed with the help of a general
theorem asserting the ‘‘log-algebraicity’’ of the ‘‘twisted A-harmonic series’’
associated to a rank one sign-normalized elliptic A-module. Concerning the ‘‘special
point index’’ we prove a Kummer-type criterion and raise some Vandiver-type
questions.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper concerns special values of Goss L-functions and rank one
elliptic A-modules. We begin with a review of the classical results that
motivate our work.
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1.1. Circular Units and Special Values of L-Functions
Fix a Lie isomorphism
e: RZ[[z # C_ | |z|=1].
Fix and odd prime number p. Let O be the ring of integers of Q(e(1p)).
Let C be the subgroup of O_ generated by the numbers
1&e(ap)
1&e(1p)
for a=1, ..., p&1.
The elements of C are called circular units. Let ? :=e(1p)&1 and let O? be
the ?-adic completion of O.
Theorem 1 (Dirichlet, Kummer). (I) The group C of circular units is of
rank ( p&3)2. (II) Moreover, C is of finite index in O_.
Theorem 2 (Kummer). The natural Fp -linear map
}p :
C
C p

O_?
(O_? )
p
is injective if p does not divide any of the numerators of the Bernoulli numbers
B2 , B4 , ..., Bp&3.
The preceding facts concerning circular units are encompassed by the
following results concerning the special values of Dirichlet and Kubota
Leopoldt L-functions. Let Q be the algebraic closure of Q in C. Identify Q
with a subfield of Q p in a fixed way and let |: Z  Q _p be the Teichmu ller
character. Fix an integer 0<i<p&1.
(Complex special values) One has [14, p. 37]
L(1, |i)=&
{(|i)
p
:
p&1
a=1
|(a)&1 log (1&e(ap)) (1)
where
{(|i)= :
p&1
a=1
|(a)i e(&ap)
and the rule
log(1&e(x))=& :

n=1
e(x)n
n
for x # R"Z
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is used to make the choice of branch of the logarithm. Moreover, L(1, |i){0,
as follows from the general fact that the Dedekind zeta function of any
number field has a simple pole at s=1.
( p-adic special values) One has [14, Thm. 5.18, p. 63]
Lp(1, |i)=&
{(|i)
p
:
p&1
a=1
|(a)&i logp(1&e(ap)) (2)
where logp : Q _p  Q p is the unique homomorphism such that logp p=0
and
logp(1&x)=& :

n=1
xn
n
for x # Q p such that |x|p<1.
By definition Lp(s, |i) vanishes identically as a function of s for i odd. It
is known that Lp(1, |i){0 for i even, but the proof of this fact requires
much heavier machinery (transcendence theory) than that needed to prove
the nonvanishing of L(1, |i).
(Congruences) The function Lp(s, |i) has a Taylor expansion in
powers of s&1 with coefficients in Zp each of which except possibly the
coefficient of (s&1)0, namely Lp(1, |i), is divisible by p [14, Thm. 5.12,
p. 59]. One has Lp(1&i, |i)=(1&pi&1) ‘(1&i) by definition and for i>1
one has ‘(1&i)=Bi i where Bi is the i th Bernoulli number [14, p. 57].
Therefore one has
Lp(1, |i)#‘(1&i)=&
Bi
i
mod p (3)
provided that i>1.
For more details and background concerning these results on special
values, see [14].
Note that formula (1), along with the nonvanishing of L(1, |i) and the
Dirichlet unit theorem, gives Theorem 1. Note that congruence (3), along
with formula (2), gives Theorem 2. See [14] for details concerning these
implications.
Consider the following statement.
‘‘The natural map
C
C p

O_
(O_) p
is injective.’’ (4)
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This is a formulation of the KummerVandiver conjecture, of which two
other equivalent and perhaps more familiar formulations are as follows:
‘‘The index [O_ : C] is prime to p.’’
‘‘The class number of O & R is prime to p.’’
Primes p verifying the hypothesis of Theorem 2 are regular. By Theorem 2,
regular primes p automatically verify (4). While no especially convincing
heuristic argument in favor of the KummerVandiver conjecture ever been
advanced, nor has a counterexample ever been found, at least it is possible
to give examples of irregular primes p for which (4) is verified. Kummer
himself [9, p. 671] verified (4) for the three irregular primes p=37, 59, 67
less than 100. Kummer’s method, based on the computation of power
residue symbols, is convenient for programming on a computer because all
the necessary calculations can be done in the ring of rational integers; see
[14, Prop. 8.18, p. 157] for details.
1.2. Objectives
These are
v to prove formulas analogous to (1) and (2) which relate the values
at s=1 of the Goss analogues of Dirichlet and KubotaLeopoldt L-functions
to logarithms of special points of the Carlitz module (Section 4.7 and
Section 4.10),
v to prove results analogous to Theorem 1(I) and Theorem 2 in
which the special points of the Carlitz module play the role of circular units
(Section 4.8 and Section 4.11), and
v to raise some questions in the function field context inspired by the
KummerVandiver conjecture (Section 4.12).
We remark that a congruence analogous to (3) above, namely congruence
(44) below, is already built into Goss’s theory. Our results reveal a deeper
meaning for this congruence.
1.3. Log-algebraicity
Formulas (1) and (2) are proved by analyzing the formal power series
identity
exp \& :

n=1
zn
n +=1&z (5)
over C and over Q p . The main work we have to do in this paper is to
develop a function field analogue of the identity (5).
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In our terminology the identity (5) says that the twisted harmonic series
:

n=1
zn
n
(together with all rational multiples) is log-algebraic, i.e. formally the
logarithm of a power series algebraic over the field of rational functions in
z. We have to admit that this is a windy manner of speaking about a fact
familiar from freshman calculus, but we contend that it is the manner of
speaking that best reveals the analogy with the function field situation. In
any case, what we manage to prove, in the context of Hayes’ theory of rank
one sign-normalized elliptic A-modules, is the log-algebraicity of twisted
A-harmonic series with respect to the exponential of a rank one sign-
normalized elliptic A-module (Theorem 3 of Section 3.2). (See Section 2 for
brief review of Hayes’ theory; see Hayes’ survey paper [8] for a more
leisurely treatment of this material.) The log-algebraicity theorem is the
technical core of the paper and generalizes very important examples of
Thakur [13]. The log-algebraicity theorem also generalizes a result
obtained by the author in [1]. The methods employed in this paper are
considerably more elementary than those employed in the paper [1].
We considered simplifying this paper still more by restricting attention to
the Carlitz module, but in the end chose the level of generality that we did
in order to make the point that log-algebraicity is a natural consequence
of the formal properties of rank one elliptic A-modules, rather than merely
a trick involving the Carlitz module. However, we are far from a complete
understanding of the implications of log-algebraicity. Therefore, after
finishing the proof of Theorem 3, we do restrict our attention in the last
section of the paper (Section 4) to the case of the Carlitz module. In
Section 4 we give a simplified (and more concrete) version of the log-
algebraicity theorem in the special case of the Carlitz module (Proposition 8
of Section 4.2) and work out implications of the log-algebraicity theorem
concerning special values of Goss L-functions. The reader familiar with the
Carlitz module should not find it too difficult to skip ahead to Section 4
after scanning Section 2 for notation and definitions.
2. REVIEW OF RANK ONE ELLIPTIC A-MODULES
We recall some facts from Hayes’ theory of sign-normalized rank one
elliptic A-modules, thereby fixing notation and terminology. For details
and backgrounds on sign-normalized rank one elliptic A-modules we refer
the reader to the excellent survey paper of Hayes [8].
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2.1. Notation
Let Fq be the field of q elements. Let K :=Fq((1T)). Given 0{x # K, we
define the degree deg x # Z and sign sgn x # F_q by the rule
x :=(sgn x) T deg x+ :
i<deg x
aiT i (ai # Fq).
We say that x is monic if sgn x=1. By convention deg 0=& and
sgn 0=0. The group of monic elements of K under multiplication is
denoted K_+. We fix an algebraic closure K of K. We define an absolute
value of K by the rule
|x| :={q
deg x
0
if x{0
if x=0
and extend | } | to an absolute value of K in the unique possible way. Note
that for x # K one has |T | deg x=|x|.
We fix an integrally closed Fq-subalgebra A of K such that A is discrete
and cocompact in K. Note that A is a Dedekind domain. A fractional
A-ideal is a finitely generated A-submodule of the fraction field of A that
does not reduce to [0]; an integral A-ideal is a fractional A-ideal contained
in A. Given an integral A-ideal I, let deg I be the dimension over Fq of AI.
We define deg I for all fractional A-ideals I by the rule deg IJ=deg I+
deg J. Note that for all 0{a # A one has deg a=deg Aa where Aa is the
ideal of A generated by a.
Given a finite algebraic extension K of the fraction field of A, a valuation
v of K is function K  Q}[] such that
v(x+y)min(v(x), v( y)),
v(xy)=v(x)+v( y),
v(x)=+  x=0,
and moreover, v takes at least one value different from 0 and +. Given
a valuation v of K, the valuation subring belonging to v is the set of x # K
such that v(x)0. We say that valuations of K are equivalent if their valuation
subrings coincide; an equivalence class of valuations of K is called a place.
We say that a valuation of K is finite or infinite according as its valuation
subring contains or does not contain A, respectively. Note that the fraction
field of A has a unique infinite place.
2.2. Class Field Theory
Given a ring C that is the integral closure of A in a finite abelian extension
of the fraction field of A and a prime A-ideal p not ramifying in C, let
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(p, CA) denote the arithmetic Frobenius automorphism at p of the fraction
field of C over the fraction field of A, and extend the function ( } , CA) to
a homomorphism with source the group of fractional A-ideals generated by
primes unramified in C and target the Galois group of the fraction field of
C over the fraction field of A. By class field theory there exists an integral
A-ideal f and an open subgroup UK_ of finite index such that ((a),
CA)=1 for all a # (1+f) & U. Such a pair (f, U) we call a conductor for
the ring extension CA. For any a # (1+f) & K_ the automorphism ((a),
CA) belongs to the decomposition group of the unique infinite place of the
fraction field of A. The Hilbert class field of A is by definition the maximal
abelian everywhere unramified extension of the fraction field of A in which
the infinite place splits completely. By definition the Hilbert class field of A
is contained in K. If B is the integral closure of A in the Hilbert class field
then the homomorphism ( } , BA) induces an isomorphism of the ideal class
group of A with the Galois group of the fraction field of B over the fraction
field of A.
2.3. The Imaginary Axis
The imaginary axis is defined to be the one-dimensional K-subspace of K
spanned by the (q&1)st roots of &T. Note that when q=2 the imaginary
axis coincides with K. If C is the integral closure of A in some finite abelian
extension of the fraction field of A, and c is an element of the fraction field
of C, then one has
c((a), CA)=(sgn a)&1 c
for all a # (1+f) & K_ if and only if c lies on the imaginary axis.
2.4. DrinfeldHayes Modules
Let K [{] be the ring of polynomials in a variable { with coefficients in
K equipped with the noncommutative multiplication law
\:i ai {
i+\:j bj{
j+=:i :j ai b
qi
j {
i+j.
We define a DrinfeldHayes module to be an Fq-linear ring homomorphism
\=\a [ \a=:i \a, i{
i+: a  K [{]
such that
\a=a+ } } } +(sgn a) {deg a
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for all 0{a # A. The notion of DrinfeldHayes module is a specialization
of Drinfeld’s notion of elliptic A-module [4]. By requiring that the highest
power of { occurring in \a be {deg a we are imposing the condition that \
be of rank one. By requiring that the coefficient of {deg a in \a be sgn a we
are imposing the condition that \ be sign-normalized in the manner of
Hayes [8].
Let \ be a DrinfeldHayes module and let I be an integral A-ideal. The
I-torsion group of \ is defined to be the set of ! # K such that i \a, i!q
i
=0
for all a # I. The group of I-torsion points ! of \ is equipped with A-module
structure by the multiplication law
(a, !) [ :
i
\a, i!q
i
.
One knows that the A-module of I-torsion points is free of rank one over
AI, and in particular the set of I-torsion points of \ is of cardinality qdeg I.
An I-torsion point of \ is said to be primitive if it generates the A-module
of I-torsion points of \. There exists a unique monic I-isogeny of the form
\I=:
i
\I, i {i={deg I+ :
0i<deg I
\I, i {i # K [{]
such that the I-torsion group of \ is the set of zeroes in K of the polynomial
i \I, i zq
i
. If I=(a) where a # A is monic then \I=\a . There exists a unique
DrinfeldHayes module \I such that
\IJ=\IJ\I (6)
for all integral A-ideals J. (Written out in terms of coefficients, the preceding
equation says that
\IJ, m= :
i+j=m
i0
j0
\IJ, j (\I, i)
q j
for all nonnegative integers m.)
2.5. Exponential Maps and Their Periods
Let \ be a DrinfeldHayes module. Then there exists a unique formal
power series of the form
exp\ z=z+ :

i=1
ei (\) zq
i
(ei (\) # K )
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such that
exp\ az=:
i
\a, i (exp\ z)q
i
for all a # A. Put e0(\) :=1 and ei (\) :=0 for i<0. We call exp\ z the
exponential belonging to \. One can show that there is an infinite product
expansion
exp\ z=z `
0{| # 0(\) \1&
z
|+ , (7)
where 0(\) a projective A-module of rank one discretely embedded in K .
We call 0(\) the period lattice of \. One can show that the set of Drinfeld
Hayes modules is in one-to-one correspondence with the Picard group
of A under the map sending \ to the isomorphism class of 0(\) as an
A-module. In particular, the set of DrinfeldHayes modules is finite.
For any integral A-ideal I one has an identity
exp\ I (\I, 0 z)=:
i
\I, i (exp\ z)q
i
(8)
of formal power series, hence
exp\ I z=z `
0{| # I& 10(\) \1&
z
|\I, 0+ , (9)
and in particular
I0(\I)=\I, 00(\) (10)
for all integral A-ideals I and DrinfeldHayes modules \. The class of \
is defined to be the unique class of fractional A-ideals such that for every
fractional A-ideal J belonging to that class the A-module J0(\) is free. By
(10), for all integral A-ideals I and fractional A-ideals J in the class of \,
the ideal IJ belongs to the class of \I.
2.6. Explicit Reciprocity
Let \ be a DrinfeldHayes module. Let B be the integral closure of A in
the Hilbert class field of A. For all integral A-ideals I and J and non-
negative integers i the coefficient \JI, i belongs to B. The explicit reciprocity
law for these coefficients takes the form
\JI, i=\
(J, BA)
I, i . (11)
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Moreover one has
BI=B\I, 0 , (12)
where BI is the ideal of B generated by I. The coefficients ei (\) defined in
Section 2.5 belong to the fraction field of B and satisfy
ei (\)(I, BA)=ei (\I) (13)
for all fractional A-ideals I.
Let f be an integral A-ideal. Let C be the integral closure of A in the
extension of the Hilbert class field of A generated by the f-torsion points
of \. Then the fraction field of C is abelian over the fraction field of A and
the only prime A-ideals ramifying in C are those dividing f. The explicit
reciprocity law
!(I, CA)=:
i
\I, i!q
i
(14)
holds for all f-torsion points ! of \ and integral A-ideals I prime to f. In
fact C is generated over B by any primitive f-torsion point of \. The extension
CA is characterized in class-field-theoretic terms as the integral closure of
A in the largest abelian extension of the fraction field of A for which the
pair
(f, K_+)
constitutes a conductor. Note that C is independent of \ and that
h |(Af)_| is the degree of the fraction field of C over the fraction field of
A, where h is the class number of A. By the explicit reciprocity law the
f-torsion points for \ lie on the imaginary axis, and therefore the period
lattice of \ is also contained in the imaginary axis.
Given prime A-ideal p and a valuation v of the fraction field of B above
p we have
v(\p , 0)v(\p , i) for 0<i<deg p. (15)
More generally, for any positive integer n, the monic polynomial
n deg pi=0 \p n , i z
qi
 (n&1) deg pi=0 \ p n & 1, i z
q i # B[z]
whose roots in K are the primitive pn-torsion points of \ satisfies Eisenstein’s
criterion of irreducibility at v, i.e. the constant term of the polynomial is a
uniformizer at v, and every coefficient (except for the leading one) vanishes
modulo v.
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3. THE LOG-ALGEBRAICITY THEOREM
3.1. Notation
The notation introduced in Section 2 continues in force. In this section
B denotes the integral closure of A in a finite abelian extension of the fraction
field of A which contains the Hilbert class field of A and in which every
finite place of the fraction field of A is unramified. We fix a DrinfeldHayes
module \.
3.2. Statement of the Theorem
Let 4 denote the ring of polynomials in a variable t with coefficients in
the fraction field of B. Let 40 be the subring of 4 consisting of polynomials
with coefficients in B. Given an integral A-ideal I, and an element b of 4,
put
I V b :=:
i
b (I, BA)i \:j \I, j t
q j+
i
,
where
b=:
i
bi ti
is the expansion of b in powers of t with coefficients in the fraction field of
B. Note that for each integral A-ideal I, the function b [ I V b: 4  4 is an
A-algebra endomorphism stabilizing 40 . By equation (6) and the explicit
reciprocity law (11) one has
I V (J V b)=(IJ) V b (16)
for all integral A-ideals I and J, and b # 4. Thus the V-operation is an
action of the monoid of integral A-ideals on the A-algebra 4. Note that
I V 40=B[I V t] (17)
for all integral A-ideals I. If C is the integral closure of B in the extension
of the fraction field of B generated by the f-torsion points of \, then
(I V b)(!)=(b(!))(I, CA) (18)
for all integral A-ideals I prime to f, b # 4 and f-torsion points ! of \, by
the explicit reciprocity law (14) for torsion points of \. Thus the V-action
encodes the explicit reciprocity law.
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Recall that the coefficients ei (\) are defined by the Taylor expansion
exp\ z= :

i=0
ei (\) zq
i
and belong to the fraction field of B.
Theorem 3. For all b # 40 the formal power series
:

i=0
:
I: integral A-ideal
ei (\) \I V b\I, 0 +
q i
zqi +deg I # 4[[z]]
actually belongs to 40[z].
After some preliminary discussion, the proof of the theorem commences
in Section 3.5 and takes up the remainder of Section 3. The polynomials
appearing in Theorem 3 will be called special polynomials. A simplified
description of special polynomials in the case of the Carlitz module is given
in Proposition 8 of Section 4.2 below. We note that a special case of the
theorem (that in which one takes m=0 and B to be the integral closure of
A in the Hilbert class field of A) was proved by the author in [1] by
methods much less elementary than those used here. As we explained in
[1], our results are inspired by some important discoveries of Thakur
[13].
3.3. The GCD Compatibility of the V-Action
The following result will not be needed for the proof of Theorem 3, but
sheds some light on the nature of the V-action.
Proposition 1. For all integral A-ideals I and J
B[I V t, J V t]=B[(I+J) V t].
Proof. Put
I0 :=(I+J)&1 I, J0 :=(I+J)&1 J.
Then
(I+J) V (I0 V t)=I V t, (I+J) V (J0 V t)=J V t
and this establishes the inclusion  by (17). Since I0 and J0 are relatively
prime, we can choose a, b # A such that
a#{0 mod I01 mod J0 b#{
1 mod I0
0 mod J0
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and
a, b and a+b are monic of positive degree.
Define integral A-ideals thus:
L :=(a+b&1) I &10 , M :=aI
&1
0 , N :=bJ
&1
0 .
We have
I0 V (M V t)=(I0 M) V t=:
i
\a, i tq
i
J0 V (N V t)=(J0N) V t=:
i
\b, i tq
i
I0 V (L V t)=(I0 L) V t=:
i
\(a+b&1), i tq
i
and hence
I0 V (M V t&L V t)+J0 V (N V t)=t.
Finally, applying (I+J) V to both sides of the preceding equation we get
I V (M V t&L V t)+J V (N V t)=(I+J) V t.
This last establishes the inclusion $ by (17). The desired equality now
follows. K
Remark. A simple classical analogue of the preceding proposition is the
assertion that
Z[tm, t&m, tn, t&n]=Z[t (m, n), t&(m, n)]
for all positive integers m and n, where (m, n) is the greatest common
divisor of m and n.
3.4. Proof Strategy
We introduce some additional notation, give the rationale for the
terminology of ‘‘log-algebraicity’’ and outline the proof of Theorem 3. To
each b # 4 we attach a formal power series
l (b; z) :=:
I
I V b
\I, 0
zqdeg I # 4[[z]]
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where the summation is extended over all integral A-ideals I. We say that
l (b; z) is a twisted A-harmonic series. We think of the twisted A-harmonic
series as an analogue of the harmonic series
:

n=1
zn
n
.
We write
l (b; z) := :

i=0
li (b) zq
i
thereby defining coefficients li (b) # 4 for all nonnegative integers i and we
put li (b)=0 for i<0. We define coefficients
Zi (b) := :

j=0
ej (\) li&j (b)q
j
# 4
for all integers i. Note that the sum defining Zi (b) is actually finite and
vanishes for i<0. Define a formal power series
Z(b; z) := :

i=0
Zi (b) zq
i
# 4[[z]].
Formally we have
Z(b; z)=exp\ l (b; z).
Theorem 3 asserts that for b # 40 the series Z(b; z) is a polynomial in z
with coefficients in 40 . We think of Theorem 3 as an analogue of the identity
exp \& :

n=1
zn
n +=1&z
from freshman calculus. By Theorem 3, for all b # 4, the power series
Z(b; z) is algebraic over the field of fractions of 4[z]. In this sense the
twisted A-harmonic series l (b; z) is log-algebraic.
Now we can outline our strategy for proving Theorem 3.
v Equip 4 with a norm & } & with respect to which 40 is discrete.
v Prove that the coefficients Zi (b) belong to 40 if b # 40 , owing to
the congruence properties of the coefficients ei (\) and li (b).
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v Prove that &Zi (b)&  0 as i  , owing to the rapid decay of the
coefficients ei (\) and the mild decay of the coefficients li (b) with respect to
the norm & } &.
The upshot is that Zi (b) vanishes for ir0 if b # 40 . Thus the theorem will
be proved.
3.5. A Norm for 4
For all b # 4 and integral A-ideals I, put
&b&I :=sup
x
|(I V b)(exp\ x)|,
where x ranges over the imaginary axis.
Lemma 1. For all b # 4 and integral A-ideals I, the supremum &b&I is
finite and depends on I via the Artin symbol (I, BA).
Proof. Write
b=:
j
bj t j
with coefficients bj in the fraction field of B. One has
&b&I=sup
x }:j b
(I, BA)
j \:i \I, i (exp\ x)
q i+
j
}
=sup
x }:j b
(I, BA)
j (exp\ I (\I, 0x))
j }
=sup
x }:j b
(I, BA)
j (exp\ I (x))
j } .
Therefore &b&I depends only on the Artin symbol (I, BA). The supremum
&b&I is finite because the real-valued function of x of which &b&I is the
supremum is continuous and factors through a compact space, namely the
quotient of the imaginary axis by the period lattice of \I. K
Put
&b& :=sup
I
sup
x
|(I V b)(exp\ x)|
where I ranges over all integral A-ideals and x ranges over the imaginary
axis. In view of the preceding lemma, necessarily &b&<. Note that
! # K is a \-torsion point O |b(!)|&b& (19)
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because every \-torsion point is of the form exp\ x for some x on the
imaginary axis. It follows from the preceding lemma that
&I V b&=&b& (20)
for all integral A-ideals I. Clearly the function & }& is an ultrametric norm
for the ring 4, i.e. one has
&b+c&max(&b&, &c&), &bc&&b& &c&, &b&=0 O b=0
for all b, c # 4.
Proposition 2. (I) There exists a positive integer n such that for all
b # 40 such that &b&1 one has bq
n
=b (and hence b is constant). (II) If
b # 40 satisfies &b&<1, then b=0. (III) The ring 40 is discretely embedded
in 4 with respect to the topology defined by the norm & }&.
Proof. It will be enough to prove (I). The algebraic closure of Fq in the
extension of the fraction field of B generated by all \-torsion points is a
finite extension of Fq ; let n be degree of this extension. Let ! be any
\-torsion point. Then b(!) is integral over A. By (14), (19) and (20) every
conjugate of b(!) over the fraction field of A is of absolute value 1, hence
b(!) is algebraic over Fq , and hence b(!)q
n
&b(!)=0. Since there are
infinitely many \-torsion points, necessarily bqn&b=0. Thus (I) is
proved. K
Remark. The & }&-discreteness of 40 in 4 has the following classical
analogue. Let the ring Q[t, t&1] of Laurent polynomials in a variable t
with coefficients in Q be equipped with the norm & f & :=supx # R | f (eix)|.
Then the subring Z[t, t&1] consisting of Laurent polynomials with integral
coefficients is & }&-discrete in Q[t, t&1]. More precisely, if f # Z[t, t&1] and
& f &<1, then f=0. The preceding is sharp in the sense that if f # Z[t, t&1]
and & f &=1, then f=\tn for some integer n.
3.6. Valuations of Taylor Coefficients of Exponentials
Proposition 3. Let v be a finite valuation of the fraction field of B. Let
p be the prime A-ideal lying below v. Put d :=deg p. Then
v(ei (\))&\q
i&1
qd&1+ v(\ p , 0) (21)
holds for all integers i. Moreover
v(ei (\))+qiv(\p , 0)v(\p , 0) (22)
holds for all integers i.
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Proof. Estimate (22) is a trivial consequence of estimate (21). We have
only to prove (21). Since estimate (21) holds trivially for i0, assume now
that i>0. We have the recursion relation
\q ip, 0ei (\
p)&\p , 0ei (\)=ei&d (\)q
d
+ :
d&1
j=1
\p , j ei&j (\)q
j
by (8). Since
v(ei (\p))=v(ei (\)( p , BA))=v(ei (\))
we have
v(\q ip, 0ei (\
p)&\ p, 0 ei (\))=v(\ p , 0ei (\))
and hence
v(ei (\))min(qdv(ei&d (\))&v(\p , 0), qv(ei&1(\)), ..., qd&1v(ei&d+1(\)))
by (15). Estimate (21) now follows by induction on i. K
Proposition 4. There exists a real number i00 such that
&ei (\)&|T | (i0&i) q
i
for all integers i.
Proof. It will be enough to prove that there exists a real number
i0(\)0 such that
|ei (\)||T | (i0(\)&i) q
i
(23)
for all integers i, for then, in view of the explicit reciprocity law for the coef-
ficients ei (\), the maximum i0 of the numbers i0(_) for _ ranging over all
DrinfeldHayes modules will have the desired property. An estimate of the
form (23) may be derived from the product expansion (7) as follows. Let
I be a fractional A-ideal belonging to the class of \. Choose an Fq-basis
w1 , w2 , . . . # I&1
of I &1 such that deg wj is a strictly increasing function of j. Then
|ei (\)|= `
i
j=1 }
1
|wj }
(q&1) q j&1
for i=0, 1, 2, ... .
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where | is a generator of rank one free A-module I } 0(\). This follows by
considering the Newton polygon of exp\ z. By the RiemannRoch theorem
we have
deg wj=j&deg I+g&1 for integers j>>0
where g is the genus of the fraction field of A. Therefore, for some non-
negative integers
}1}2 } } }
almost all of which vanish, we have
deg wj=j&deg I+g&1&}j for j=1, 2, ... .
Taking the elementary identity
:
i
j=1
(x&1) jx j&1=(x&1)
d
dx
:
i
j=0
x j=(x&1)
d
dx
xi+1&1
x&1
=ixi&
xi&1
x&1
into account, a straightforward calculation gives
log |ei (\)|
log |T |
=&iqi+(qi&1) \ qq&1+deg I&g&
log |||
log |T |+
+ :
i
j=1
}j (q&1) jq j&1,
whence an estimate of the desired form follows. K
Remark. In the special case A=Fq[T] there is exactly one Drinfeld
Hayes module \ (the Carlitz module) and one has
ei (\)&1= `
i&1
j=0
(T qi&T q j ).
It is quite easy to check Propositions 3 and 4 in this special case.
3.7. An Integrality Result
Given an integral A-ideal I, a finite valuation v of the fraction field of B,
and an element b of 4, put
v(b) :=min
i
v(bi)
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where b=i bi ti is the expansion of b in powers of t with coefficients bi in
the fraction field of B. Note that one has
v(b+c)min(v(b) } v(c)), v(bc)v(b)+v(c), v(b)=+ O b=0
for all b, c # 4.
Proposition 5. Let v be a finite valuation of the fraction field of B. Let
b # 4 be such that v(b)0. Let p/A be the prime ideal lying below v. Then
v(p V b&bqdeg p)v(\ p, 0).
Proof. It will be enough to prove the proposition in two special cases,
namely that in which b=b0 belongs to the fraction field of B and that in
which b=t. In the first case, the asserted estimate boils down to the
estimate
v(b (p, BA)0 &b
qdeg p
0 )v(\p , 0),
which is the definition of the Artin symbol. In the second case, the asserted
estimate boils down to the estimate
v \ :
deg p&1
i=0
\p , i tq
i+v(\p , 0),
which follows from the fact (15) recalled above that the monic polynomial
with coefficients in B whose roots are the nonzero P-torsion points of \
satisfies the Eisenstein irreducibility criterion at v. K
Proposition 6. For all finite valuations v of the fraction field of B, all
b # 4 such that v(b)0, and integers i, necessarily v(Zi (b))0.
Proof. Let p/A be the prime ideal below v and let d :=deg p. Consider
the modified version
l*(b; z) := :
(I, p)=1
I V b
\I, 0
zq deg I
of the twisted A-harmonic series l (b; z), where the sum is extended over all
integral A-ideals prime to p. Write
l*(b; z) := :

i=0
li*(b) zq
i
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thereby defining coefficients li*(b) # 4 for all nonnegative integers i, and
put li*(b)=0 for i<0. Because v(\I, 0)=0 for all integral A-ideals I prime
to p, clearly
v(li*(b))0.
We define coefficients
Zi*(b) := :

j=0
ej (\ p) \q
j
p, 0 l*i=j (b)
qj # 4
for all i. Note that the sum is actually finite, and vanishes for i<0. Clearly
we have
v(Zi*(b))v(\ p , 0) (24)
by Proposition 3.
We claim that
Zi*(b)=\ :
d
j=0
\ p , jZi&j (b)q
j+&p V Zi&d (b). (25)
At any rate we have
\p , 0 li*(b)=\p , 0 \li (b)& :
p | I
deg I=i
I V b
\I, 0 +
=\p , 0 \li (b)& :
deg I=i&d
(pI ) V b
\pI, 0 +
=\p0 li (b)& :
deg I=i&d
p V \I V b\I, 0 +
=\p , 0 li (b)&p V li&d (b),
and hence
:
d
j=0
\p , j Zi&j (b)q
j
= :

j=0
ej (\ p) \q
j
p, 0 li&j (b)
q j
by equation (8). We also have
p V Zi&d (b)= :

j=0
ej (\ p)(p V li&d&j (b))q
j
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by the explicit reciprocity law for the coefficients ei (\) and the definitions.
Thus the claim is proved.
Finally, we rewrite (25) thus:
Zi (b)=
Z i*(b)+p V Zi&d (b)&Zi&d (b)q
d
&d&1j=1 \ p , jZi&j (b)
q j
\p , 0
By (24), Proposition 5, the congruences (15), and induction on i (the
proposition holds trivially for all i<0), we indeed have v(Zi (b))0. K
3.8. Completion of the Proof
Proposition 7. For each b # 4 there exists a real number j0(b)0 such
that
&li (b)&|T | j0 (b)&i
for all integers i.
Proof. Put
#=max
I
|T | deg I " 1\I, 0" ,
where I ranges over all integral A-ideals; the maximum exists because the
function of I in question depends only on the ideal class of I. Define j0(b)
by the rule
|T | j0(b)=max(1, # &b&).
Then j0(b) has the desired property by (20). K
Now we can finish off the proof of the theorem. Fix b # 40 . Let i0 be as
in Proposition 4. Let j0(b) be as in Proposition 7. Then
&Zi (b)&\sup

j=0
|T | (i0+j0(b)&i) q j. (26)
By Proposition 6 we have Zi (b) # 40 for all i. Therefore
i>i0+j0(b) O Zi (b)=0
by Proposition 2. The proof of Theorem 3 is complete. K
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4. SPECIAL POLYNOMIALS, SPECIAL POINTS OF THE CARLITZ
MODULE, AND SPECIAL VALUES OF GOSS L-FUNCTIONS
4.1. Notation
For the rest of the paper we assume that A=Fq[T]. Let A+ denote the
set of monic elements of A. Recall that K=Fq((1T)).
There is exactly one DrinfeldHayes module \, namely the Carlitz
module, which is uniquely characterized by the formula
\T=T+{.
The exponential of the Carlitz module takes the form
exp\ z= :

i=0
zqi
Di
,
where
Di := `
i&1
j=0
(T qi&T q j).
The formal power series identity
exp\ Tz=T exp\ z+(exp\ z)q
holds. The power series exp\ z has an infinite radius of convergence on K
and the set of zeroes of exp\ z in K is a free A-module of rank one called
the period lattice of the Carlitz module. We fix a generator | for the period
lattice of the Carlitz module.
The formal power series inverse of exp\ z is
log\ z := :

k=0
xqk
Lk
,
where
Lk := `
k
j=1
(T&T q j ).
The formal power series identity
log\(Tz+zq)=T log\ z
holds.
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We define a function
e :=(x [ exp\ |x): KA  K .
We define a function
lm :=\x [ :a # A+
e(ax)m
a +: KA  K
for each positive integer m. It is convenient to define l0 : KA  K to be the
constant function taking the value a # A+ 1a.
4.2. Special Polynomials
In the special case A=Fq[T] now under consideration, Theorem 3 can
be made much more explicit, as follows. Recall that the coefficients
\a, i # A for i=0, 1, 2, . . . and a # A
may be characterized by the formal power series identity
exp\ az=:
i
\ai (exp\ z)q
i
.
Proposition 8. Let m be a nonnegative integer.
(I) The power series
Sm(t, z) := :

i=0
:
a # A +
1
Di \
(deg aj=0 \a, j t
q j )m
a +
qi
qqi +deg a
in variables t and z with coefficients in the fraction field of A is in fact a
polynomial in t and z with coefficients in A.
(II) Provided that m<q one has Sm(t, z)=tmz.
(III) One has exp\ lm(x)=Sm(e(x), 1) for all x # K.
(IV) For all % # F_q one has Sm(%t, z)=%
mSm(t, z), and moreover
Sm(t, z) is divisible by tm.
(V) One has
Sm(t, z)
tm } t=0= :a # A + a
m&1zq deg a
for m>0.
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(VI) The degree of
z qw(m&1)(q&1)x
Sm(t, z) in t= does not exceed mqw(m&1)(q&1)x=T (mq) qw(m&1)(q&1)x
for m>0.
(VII) The specialization Sm(t, 1) # A[t] vanishes identically if m>1
and m#1 mod q&1.
(We call Sm(t, z) the mth special polynomial for the Carlitz module.)
Proof. (I) This is the special case of Theorem 3 in which one takes
Fq[T]=A=B and b=tm # 40 .
(III) For all x # K one has
Sm(e(x), z) := :

i=0
:
a # A+
1
Di \
e(ax)m
a +
qi
zq i+deg a.
Now substitute z=1 on the right. The resulting series sums to exp\ lm(x).
(IV) Clear.
(V) This follows from the fact that \a, 0=a for all a # A.
(VI: bound on the degree in z) We reconsider the various estimates
going into the proof of Theorem 3. We may take the number i0 figuring in
Proposition 4 to be zero, and we may take the number j0(tm) figuring in
Proposition 7 to be log &tm&log |T |. The latter quantity we compute as
follows. It is well known that the generator | of the period lattice of the
Carlitz module satisfies
|||=|T |q(q&1)
and hence
&tm&=sup [ |exp\ |x|m | x # K]
=sup [ |exp\ |x| m | x # (1T) Fq[[1T]]]
=| q&1- &T&1|m.
We may therefore take
j0(tm)=
m
q&1
.
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Reconsidering the conclusion of the proof of Theorem 3, we see that
Sm(t, z)= :
wm(q&1)x
i=0
Zi (tm) zq
i
.
We are done if m is not divisible by q&1. Assume now that m is divisible
by q&1 and write +=m(q&1). It remains only to show that Z+(tm)
vanishes. At any rate, by the estimate (26) clinching the proof of
Theorem 3, one has &Z+(tm)&1, and since Z+(tm) # 40 we have Z+(tm) #
Fq by Proposition 2. But Z+(tm) must also be divisible by tm, and therefore
vanishes because we assume that m>0. (We are indebted to B. Poonen for
pointing out that the bound qwm(q&1)x for the degree in z that we originally
obtained could be improved to qw(m&1)(q&1)x .)
(VI: bounds on the degrees in t and in T) The general term
1
Di \
(deg aj=0 \a, j t
q j )m
a +
qi
zqi +deg a
in the sum defining Sm(t, z) satisfies
(degree in t)m } (degree in z)
and p
(degree in T )
m
q
} (degree in z).
Since all such terms of degree in z exceeding qw(m&1)(q&1)x may be ignored
in computing Sm(t, z), the claimed bounds on the degrees in t and in z of
Sm(t, z) indeed hold.
(II) For 0<m<q this is an immediate consequence of the bound on
the degree in z of Sm(t, z) given in (VI). For m=0, we have only to note
that the proof of (VI) shows that S0(t, z) is of degree in z not exceeding 1.
(Anyhow, the fact that S0(t, z)=z was discovered long ago by Carlitz.)
(VII) Let p # A+ be irreducible. Fix m>1 such that m#1 mod q&1.
It will be enough to show that Sm(e(1p), 1)=0, since there are infinitely
p to choose from. Equivalently, we have to show that lm(1p)| # A. To
prove the latter the starting point is the formula
:
a # A
1
z&|a
=
1
exp\ z
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obtained by logarithmically differentiating the Weierstrass product expansion
of exp\ z. We make use of the preceding formula in the form
1
pe(a0 p)
= :
a#a0 mod p
a # A
1
|a
for 0{a0 # Ap.
We now calculate.
lm(1p)
|
= :
(a, p)=1
a # A+
e(ap)m
|a
=& :
(a, p)=1
a # A
e(ap)m
|a
=& :
0{a0 # Ap
e(a0 p)m&1
p
.
This last indeed belongs to A. K
4.3. Tables of Special Polynomials
The author is grateful to B. Poonen and J. Yu for independently writing
code that produced the data for the following tables.
Here are the polynomials S1(t, z), ..., S6(t, z) in the case q=2.
tz,
t 2z+t2z2,
t3z+(t3+t4) z2+t4z4,
t4z+(1+T+T 2) t4z2+(T(1+T ) t4+t8) z4+t8z8,
t5z+(t5+(1+T+T 2) t6) z2+((1+T+T 2) t6+T(1+T ) t8+t12) z4
+(T(1+T) t8+t12+t16) z8+t16z16,
t6z+((1+T+T 4) t6+(1+T+T 2) t8+t10) z2
+(T(1+T)(1+T+T 2) t6+(1+T+T 2)3 t8+t10+t12+t16) z4
+(T 2(1+T )2(1+T+T 2) t8+t12
+(1+T 3+T 4)(1+T+T 2+T 3+T 4) t16) z8
+(T(1+T)(1+T+T 2)(1+T+T 4) t16+t32) z16+t32z32.
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Here are the polynomials S1(t, z), ..., S10(t, z) for q=3.
tz,
t2z,
t3z+2t3z3,
t4z+2t6z3,
t5z+(2t5+2t9) z3+t9z9,
t6z+(2T(1+T)(2+T ) t6+t12) z3+t18z9,
t7z+(2t7+2T(1+T)(2+T ) t9+t15) z3
+(T(1+T)(2+T ) t9+2t15+t27) z9+2t27z27,
t8z+((T(1+T)(2+T )) t8+t10+(2T(1+T)(2+T )) t12+t14+t18) z3
+2T(1+T)(2+T )(1+2T+T 3)(2+2T+T 3) t18z9+2t54z27,
t9z+2(1+T 2)(2+T+T 2)(2+2T+T 2) t9z3
+(T 2(1+T )2 (2+T )2 t9+2T(1+T )(2+T )(1+2T+T 3)
_(2+2T+T 3) t27) z9
+(T(1+T)(2+T )(1+2T+T 3)(2+2T+T 3) t27+2t81)
_z27+t81z81,
t10z+2(1+T 2)(2+T+T 2)(2+2T+T 2) t12z3
+(T 2(1+T )2 (2+T )2 t18+2T(1+T )(2+T )(1+2T+T 3)
_(2+2T+T 3) t36) z9
+(T(1+T)(2+T )(1+2T+T 3)(2+2T+T 3) t54+2t108)
_z27+t162z81.
Here are the polynomials S1(t, z), ..., s12(t, z) for q=5.
tz,
t2z,
t3z,
t4z,
t5z+4t5z5,
t6z+4t10z5,
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t7z+4t15z5,
t8z+4t20z5,
t9z+(4t9+4t25) z5+t25z25,
t10z+(3t30+(4T 5+T) t10) z5+t50z25,
t11z+(3t35+(4T 5+T) t15) z5+t75z25,
t12z+(3t40+(4T 5+T) t20) z5+t100z25.
Remarks. (i) Encouraged by the computations of Poonen and Yu, the
author tried writing some code himself and was able to verify the tables
with the exception that the cases (q, m)=(3, 9), (3, 10) were beyond the
author’s reach.
(ii) The data suggest the conjecture that the bound qw(m&1)(q&1)x
for the degree in z of Sm(t, z) is sharp, provided m>0. More precisely, it
seems reasonable to conjecture that the term of top degree in z is
(&1)w(m&1)(q&1)x t+q w(m&1)(q&1)xzq w(m&1)(q&1)x
where + is the least positive integer congruent to m modulo q&1, provided
m>0. We can prove the latter conjecture for all q and m such that
(m&1)(q&1)<2 and m>0 by a straightforward calculation. We suspect
that a detailed working out of the relationship between the special polyno-
mials and the solitons introduced in the author’s paper [2] would, as a by
product, yield a proof of the conjecture.
(iii) The data demonstrate that the degree bounds for t and T asserted
in (VI) of Proposition 8 are not at all sharp. We do not known what to
conjecture concerning these degree bounds.
(iv) For zeta values at negative integers there is a recursive method
of computation (see Goss [6, p. 375]). Is there an analogous recursive
scheme for computing the special polynomials? In view of (V) of Proposition 8
this may perhaps be so.
(v) There do exist recursion relations which, in special cases, greatly
reduce the labor of computing special polynomials. For example one has
Sm(Tt+tq, z)= :
m
+=0
:
+
j=0 \
m
+ + \T +, jS++q(m&+)(t, z)q j . (27)
We omit the proof; the main idea can be found in the proof of Lemma 3
below.
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(vi) With the help of the preceding recursion relation one can derive
a great many formulas for special polynomials in which ‘‘q appears as a
parameter.’’ For example, one has
S2q(t, z)=t2qz&((T q&T ) t2q+2tq(q+1)) zq+t2q
2zq2 (28)
for q>2.
(vii) It remains to develop a generalization of the notion of special
polynomial for the higher tensor powers of the Carlitz module [3].
4.4. Further Notation
The rest of the paper is devoted to the study of special values of Goss
L-functions. We begin this study by introducing some further notation.
Fix a positive integer d. Let
M :=[m # Z | 1mqd&1 and m1 mod q&1].
We fix an irreducible p # A+ of degree d. Put
Fp :=Ap, ? :=e(1p), O :=A[?].
Note that ? generates the unique ideal of O above p. Let O? be the ?-adic
completion of O. Let G be the Galois group of the fraction field of O over
the fraction field of A. Since O is totally ramified over p the Galois group
G operates on O? and acts trivially on Fp . Let
a [ _a : F_p [G
be the unique isomorphism such that
_a e(bp)=e(abp)
for all a, b # Fp. Note that for all irreducibles v # A+ distinct from p one has
_v=(v, OA)=the arithmetic Frobenius in G at v.
We arbitrarily fix an identification of the algebraic closure of Fq(T ) in the
fraction field of O? with an extension of Fq(T ) contained in K . Let
|: F_p  O
_
?
be the Teichmu ller character. For each x # O? let ord? x be the multiplicity
with which ? divides x, and let ord? be extended to a valuation of the fraction
field of O? . Note that ord? p=qd&1.
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Lemma 2. Let i and m be integers such that 1iqd&1 and 1m
qd&1. For all x # O? such that ord? xm the estimate
ord? \ :a # Fp_ |
&i (a) _ax+max(i, m)
holds. If i=m then the estimate
ord? \x+ :a # F p_ |
&i (a) _ax+>i
holds.
Proof. One has
_a?#|(a) ? mod ?2
for all a # F_p , whence the lemma follows in a straightforward way. K
4.5. The Module of Special Points
For any A-algebra R, let R\ be a copy of R equipped with the nonlinear
A-module structure
(a, r) [ :
i
\a, i rq
i
: A_R  R.
Note that the Carlitz exponential exp\ z becomes A-linear if construed as
a map K  K \. When we regard r # R as an element of R\, we say that r
is the coordinate of an R-valued point of the Carlitz module. Note that
formation of R\ is functorial in the A-algebra R, and in particular, the
Galois group G acts A-linearly on the A-modules O\ and O\? . If K is a finite
algebraic extension of Fq(T), then K\ is what Poonen [10] calls the Mordell
Weil group of the Carlitz module over K.
For each b # F_p and nonnegative integer m let sm(b) be the O-valued
point of the Carlitz module with coordinate
exp\ lm(x)=Sm(e(x), 1),
where x=b p, b #b mod p, and let S be the A-submodule of O\ generated
by the points of the form sm(b). Because
_a sm(b)=sm(ab)
for all nonnegative integers m and a, b # F_p , the A-module S is G-stable.
We call the elements of S special points of the Carlitz module; we think
of a special point as the analogue of a circular unit (‘‘special point of the
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multiplicative group’’). Note that 1 # A is the coordinate of the special
point s0(1). Note that ? # O is the coordinate of the special point s1(1).
Note that s1(1) is annihilated by p. Note that for all nonnegative integers
m, ?m divides the coordinate of the special point sm(a) for all a # F_p .
Lemma 3. Let 0{a # A, x # K and a nonnegative integer m be given.
Define coefficients a+ # A for +=m, ..., mqdeg a by the formula
\ :
deg a
i=0
\a, i tq
i+
m
= :
mq deg a
+=m
a+t+.
Then the relation
lm(ax)= :
mq deg a
+=m
a+l+(x)
holds.
Proof. By definition of the coefficients a+ one has
e(ay)m= :
mqdeg a
+=m
a+e( y)+
for all y # K. The rest of the proof is straightforward computation. K
Lemma 4. For all nonnegative integers m one has
lm+qd (1p)=& :
d
i=0
\p , i lm+q i (1p).
Proof. Again this may be verified by a straightforward computation. K
Lemma 5. One has
:
d
i=1
\p , i lq i&1(1p)=(1&p) l0(1p).
Proof. Since this computation is just a bit trickier than the preceding
two, we give the details. Put
,(z) := :
d
i=0
\p , i zq
i&1=p+ :
d
i=1
\p , i zq
i&1.
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(The polynomial ,(z) is the pth Carlitz cyclotomic polynomial.) We have
pl0(1p)+ :
d
i=1
\ p , i lq i&1(1p)= :
a # A+
,(e(ap))
a
= :
a # A+
{0pa
if a0 mod p
if a#0 mod p
= :
a # A+
1
a
=l0(1p). K
Proposition 9. The quotient of S by the A-span of the special points of
the form
sm(1) for m # M,
along with the special point s1(1), is generated by s0(1) and is annihilated
by p&1.
Proof. Consider the A-submodule L/K generated by the numbers of
the form
lm(x) for m=0, 1, 2, . . . and x #
1
p
A.
With the help Lemmas 3 and 4 one can easily verify that L is generated
over A by the numbers of the form
lm(1p) for m=0, ..., qd&1.
Now by definition S consists of those O-valued points of the Carlitz
module whose coordinates are obtained by exponentiating elements of L.
Therefore the O-valued points of the Carlitz module of the form
sm(1) for m=0, ..., qd&1 (29)
generate S. Now by (VII) of Proposition 8, the special point sm(1)
vanishes for all integers m>1 such that m#1 mod q&1, and the special
point s1(1) is annihilated by p. Therefore, in order to prove the proposition,
it will be enough to exhibit a suitable A-linear relation among the special
points with coordinates of the form (29). But such a relation may be
obtained by exponentiating the relation provided by Lemma 5. K
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4.6. Dual Coefficients
Lemma 6. The (qd&1)-by-(qd&1) matrix X with entries
Xij :=
1
p
:
a # F p
_
e(ap)qd&1&i+j # A for i, j=1, ..., qd&1
differs from the identity matrix by a strictly upper triangular matrix all
entries of which are divisible by p.
Proof. It is enough to prove the identity
p dx
xqd+d&1i=0 \p , ix
qi
= :

n=1 \ :a # Fp_ e(ap)
n+ x&n dxx (30)
of differentials on the x-line over the fraction field of O. (Recall that the
coefficients \p , 0 , ..., \p , d&1 # A are divisible by p.) The proof of the identity
is an exercise in residue calculus and we omit it. K
Remark. D. Goss pointed out to us that the identity (30) comes up in
the computation of the ‘‘q-expansions’’ of Eisenstein series on the Drinfeld
upper half-plane. For example, see [5, eqn. 6.2].
Proposition 10. (I) There exists for each a # F_p and integer
1mqd&1 a unique element e*m(a) of the fraction field of O such that
:
q d&1
m=1
e(ap)m e*m(b)=p } $ab (31)
for all a, b # F_p .
(II) One has
e*m(ca)=c&me*m(a) (32)
for all c # F_q , a # F
_
p and 1mq
d&1.
(III) One has
_a e*m(b)=e*m(ab) (33)
for all a, b # F_p .
(IV) One has
e*m(a)&e(ap)q
d&1&m # p } O (34)
for all a # F_p and 1mq
d&1.
(We call the numbers e*m(a) dual coefficients.)
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Proof. Part (I) is a consequence of the Lagrange interpolation theorem.
Parts (II) and (III) follow in a formal way from the uniqueness asserted in
part (I).
We turn to the proof of part (IV). Since an invertible matrix and its
inverse commute, the coefficients e*m(a) are also characterized by the equations
:
a # F p
_
ei*(a) e(ap) j=p } $ij (35)
for all integers 1i, jqd&1. Let X be the matrix defined by equation
(35). The matrix X is invertible and hence one has
p } $mj= :
a # F p
_
:
qd&1
i=1
(X &1)mi e(ap)q
d&1&i+j.
By the uniqueness asserted in part (I) of the proposition, along with and
the strict upper triangularity of X&1, one has
e*m(a)=e(ap)q
d&1&m+ :
q d&1
i=m+1
(X&1)mi e(ap)q
d&1&i.
This last finishes the proof. K
Lemma 7. Let i and m be integers such that 1iqd&1 and 1m
qd&1. Then the estimate
ord? \1p :a # F p_ |
i (a) e*m(a)+max(&i, &m)
holds. Moreover, the congruence
?i
p
:
a # F p
_
|i (a) ei*(a)#1 mod ?
holds.
Proof. This may be proved by a straightforward calculation based upon
Lemma 2 and the preceding proposition. We omit further details. K
4.7. Values at s=1 of Goss Analogues of Dirichlet L-Functions
Fix an integer 1iqd&1. Put
‘(1) := :
a # A+
1
a
= `
v: irreducible
v # A+
\1&1v+
&1
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and
L(1, |i) := :
(a, p)=1
a # A+
|i (a)
a
= `
v{p
v # A+
v: irreducible
\1&|
i (v)
v +
&1
where the infinite sums and products are formed in K . Note that the Euler
product for L(1, |q d&1) coincides with the Euler product for ‘(1) sans
Euler factor at p. Clearly neither ‘(1) nor L(1, |i) vanish.
The quantity ‘(1) and its companions
‘(s) := :
a # A+
1
as
for s=2, 3, ... .
were first defined and studied by Carlitz. Goss has defined a function field
‘‘complex plane’’ containing the set of positive integers and extended the
definition of ‘(s) to all s in this domain, thereby arriving at a function field
analogue of the Riemann zeta function. Further, Goss has defined many
L-functions on this complex plane, among them analogues of Dirichlet
L-functions. In particular, he has defined a function L(s, |i) specializing at
s=1 to the quantity L(1, |i) defined above. See Goss’s survey article [6]
for background.
Note that one has
exp\ ‘(1)=1 (36)
as a very special case of (III) of Proposition 8. Thus ‘(1) is a Carlitz
logarithm of the coordinate of the special point s0(1).
By Proposition 10 and the definitions it follows that
1
p
:
qd&1
m=1
e*m(a) lm(bp)= :
bn#a mod p
n # A+
(n, p)=1
1
n
(37)
for all a, b # F_p , where the numbers e*m(a) # O are the dual coefficients
defined in Section 4.6. Now multiply both sides of the preceding equation
by |i (a) |&i (b) and sum over a and b, obtaining the formula
L(1, |i)=& :
qd&1
m=1 \
1
p
:
a # Fp
_
|i (a) e*m(a)+\ :b # F p_ |
&i (b) lm(bp)+ . (38)
Note that by (II) of Proposition 10 the summation in (38) may be restricted
to those indices m such that m#i mod q&1. By (III) of Proposition 8 it
follows that L(1, |i) is an algebraic linear combination of logarithms of
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special points. Formula (38) is the precise analogue of the classical formula
(1) for the value at s=1 of a Dirichlet L-series. Formula (38) is the main
reason for viewing special points as analogues of circular units.
Remark. It is an interesting problem to work out the relationship of the
‘‘root numbers’’
:
a # Fp
_
|i (a) e*m(a)
to the function field Gauss sums introduced by Thakur [11]. See Thakur’s
survey article [12] for more background.
4.8. The Rank of the Module of Special Points
The nonvanishing of the special values L(1, |i) is the crucial input for
the calculation of the A-rank of S.
Lemma 8. One has
detq
d&1
i, j=1 li (%
jp){0
for any generator % of F_p .
Proof. Multiply both sides of formula (37) by |i (a) |&j (b) and sum
over a and b to obtain the formula
L(1, |i) $ij= :
q d&1
m=1 \&
1
p
:
a # F p
_
|i (a) e*m(a)+\ :b # Fp_ |
&j (b) lm(b)+
valid for all i, j=1, ..., qd&1. Now consider the determinant of each side of
the preceding relation. Were the lemma to be false, the determinant on the
right would have to vanish, but the determinant on the left does not vanish
because L(1, |i){0 for i=1, ..., qd&1. K
Lemma 9. For all nonnegative integers m such that m 1mod q&1 and
x # K the Galois trace of lm(x)| from K( q&1- &T&T) to K vanishes.
Proof. Since | is nonzero and lies on the imaginary axis, the Galois
trace of |&m from K( q&1- &T&T) to K vanishes for all integers m0
mod q&1. Clearly lm(x)|m # K. The lemma follows. K
The following result is the direct analogue for special points of
Theorem 1(I).
Theorem 4. The A-rank of S is (qd&1)((q&2)(q&1)).
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Proof. In view of Proposition 9, it will be enough to verify the A-linear
independence of the family [sm(1)]m # M of special points. Let coefficients
am # A for m # M be given such that
:
m # M
am sm(1)=0.
Then for any b # F_p we have
:
m # M
am _bsm(1)= :
m # M
amsm(b)=0,
hence
exp\ :
m # M
am lm(bp)=0,
hence
:
m # M
amlm(bp)| # A
and hence
:
m # M
amlm(bp)=0
by Lemma 9. By Lemma 8 this last implies that the coefficients am all
vanish. The theorem is proved. K
4.9. p-Adic Logarithms
Given a rational number x, let wxx denote the greatest integer less than
or equal to x.
Lemma 10. For all nonnegative integers k one has
?q kLk # ?q
k
p&wkdx O? ?O? .
Proof. The main point of the proof is that p divides T qk&T with multi-
plicity 1 or 0 according as d does or does not divide k. We omit further
details. K
Let !: O\?  O? be the map sending an O?-valued point of the Carlitz
module to its coordinate. Note that ! is G-equivariant but not A-linear.
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Proposition 11. There exists a unique A-linear G-equivariant homomorphism
logp : O
\
?  ?
2O?
such that
logp x= :

k=0
!(x)qk
Lk
(39)
for all x # !&1(?2O?). (The series on the right converges to a value in ?2O? by
the preceding lemma.) One has
ord?(!(x)&logp x)>ord? !(x)
for all 0{x # !&1(?2O?). The restriction of logp to !&1(?2O?) is bijective.
Proof. One can check that
p } (p&1) } O\? !
&1(?2O?). (40)
Provided that logp exists one must have
logp x :=
1
p } (p&1)
:

k=0
!(p } (p&1) } x)q k
Lk
(41)
for all x # O\? . Thus uniqueness of log p is settled. To settle existence, we
simply take formula (41) as the definition of logp . A straightforward
calculation based on Lemma 10 shows that logp so defined has all the
required properties. K
4.10. Values at s=1 of Goss Analogues of KubotaLeopoldt L-Functions
Fix an integer 1iqd&1. We define
‘p (1) := :

k=0 \ :
deg a=k
a # A+
(a, p)=1
1
a+
and
Lp (1, |i) := :

k=0 \ :
deg a=k
a # A+
(a, p)=1
|i (a)
a +
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where the infinite sums, grouped as indicated, are formed in the p-adic
completion of A. Note that ‘p (1)=L p (1, |q
d&1). In contrast to the -adic
case, the p-adic convergence of these series is not immediately obvious. To
prove convergence there are (at least) two methods available. One method
is to invoke the well known lemma of Goss underlying Goss’s analytic con-
tinuation procedure. (See [6, Lemma 3.6.7, p. 347] for a statement of this
lemma.) Another method, which we follow here, is to exploit the special
point machinery. In any case, the series defining L p (1, |i) does indeed
converge p-adically, and the p-adic number Lp (1, |i) is the value at s=1
of the Goss analogue Lp (s, |i) of a KubotaLeopoldt L-function.
Proposition 12. For all positive integers m and b # F_p the series
:

k=0 \ :
deg a=k
a # A+
(a, p)=1
e(abp)m
a + ,
grouped as indicated, converges ?-adically to the value logp sm(b).
Proof. Consider the formal power series
*(z) := :
a # A+
e(abp)m zqdeg a
a
in z with coefficients in the fraction field of O. Consider the polynomial
_(z) :=?&mSm(e(bp), z)
with coefficients in the fraction field of O. By (IV) of Proposition 8 the coef-
ficients of _(z) are in O.
By Proposition 8 we have
:

i=0
*(z)qi
Di
=?m_(z)
and hence
*(z)= :

k=0
_(z)qk }
?mqk
Lk
.
The p-adic radius of convergence of the formal power series inverse log\ z
of exp\ z is 1 by Lemma 10. It follows that the ?-adic radius of convergence
of *(z) strictly exceeds 1, and in particular *(z) converges for z=1. On the
one hand *(1) is the sum of the series in question here, but on the other
hand clearly *(1)=logp sm(b). K
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It follows that
1
p
:
q d&1
m=1
e*m(a) logp sm(b)= :

k=0 \ :
deg n=k
bn#a mod p
n # A+
(n, p)=1
1
n+ (42)
for all a, b # F_p ; in particular the series on the right does converge
p-adically. In turn we have
Lp (1, |i)=& :
q d&1
m=1 \
1
p
:
a # Fp
_
|i (a) e*m(a)+\ :b # Fp_ |
&i (b) logp sm(b)+ . (43)
The outer summation in (43) may be restricted to indices m such that
m#i mod q&1. In particular, the preceding formula is compatible with the
general fact that Lp (s, |i) vanishes identically as a function of s for
i#1 mod q&1. Formula (43) is the precise analogue of formula (2) for the
value at s=1 of a KubotaLeopoldt L-function.
4.11. Congruences
Fix an integer i # M. By definition the value at s=1&i of Goss’s
analogue ‘(s) of the Riemann zeta function is given by the formula
‘(1&i)= :

k=0 \ :
deg a=k
a # A+
ai&1+ .
The outer sum on k is actually finite by Goss’s lemma [6, Lemma 3.6.7,
p. 347]; this finiteness follows also from (V) of Proposition 8. In particular
one has ‘(1&i) # A. The p-adic congruence
Lp (1, |i)#‘(1&i) mod p (44)
follows immediately from the definitions. Note that by (V) of Proposition 8
the congruence
Si (?, 1)
?i
#‘(1&i) mod ? (45)
holds, and therefore the congruence
Lp (1, |i)#
Si (?, i)
?i
mod ? (46)
holds.
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As a consistency check we give a second proof of the congruence (46).
By Lemmas 2 and 7 each of the terms of the outer sum on the right side
of (43) belongs to O? , and except possibly for the term indexed by i,
belongs to ?O? . Therefore the congruence
Lp (1, |i )#&\1p :a # F p_ |
i (a) ei*(a)+\ :b # F p_ |
&i (b) log p si (b)+ mod ?
holds. Taking the congruences stated in Lemmas 2 and 7 into account, the
preceding simplifies to
Lp (1, |i )#
log p si (b)
?i
mod ?.
Finally, taking Proposition 11 into account, congruence (46) follows.
The preceding congruences lead naturally to the following analogue of
Theorem 2.
Theorem 5. The natural F p -linear map
}p :
S
p } S

O\?
p } O\?
is injective if no Goss zeta value of the form
‘(1&i) for 1iqd&1 such that i1 mod q&1
is divisible by p.
Proof. Let S$ be the A-submodule of S generated by s1(1) and the
special points of the form si (1) for i # M. By Proposition 9 the quotient
SS$ is annihilated by p&1, and hence the injectivity of } p is equivalent
to the injectivity of the map
}$p :
S$
p } S$

O\?
p } O\?
.
Now }$p (s1(1)){0 and log p s1(1)=0. Therefore it is enough to show that
the kernel of the induced map
logp }$p :
S$
p } S$

?2O?
p?2O?
.
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is at most one-dimensional over Fp . Equivalently, it is enough to show that
the images under logp }$p of the special points of the form si (1) for i # M
are Fp-linearly independent. But by hypothesis, Proposition 11 and
congruence (45), we have
ord? logp si (1)=ord? Si (?, 1)=i
for each i # M. This establishes the desired Fp-linear independence. K
Remark. Goss pointed out to the author that the hypothesis of Theorem
5 is equivalent via [7, Thm. 6.2.2, p. 142] to the hypothesis that the ratio
of the class number of O to the class number of O & K is prime to p.
4.12. Questions
Consider the following statement:
‘‘The natural map
S
p } S

O\
p } O\
injective.’’ (47)
We say that p is generic if it verifies the hypothesis of Theorem 5. According
to Theorem 5, statement (47) is automatically true if p is generic. Statement
(47) is the analogue in our setting of the KummerVandiver conjecture in
the formulation (4) given in the introduction. We conjecture that statement
(47) holds in general.
We remark that Goss has formulated an analogue [6, 5.7.12] of the
KummerVandiver conjecture which involves what Goss calls magic numbers.
It remains to work out in full the relations standing among special polyno-
mials, magic numbers, and Artin L-functions, and in particular to find the
precise relationship Goss’s analogue of the KummerVandiver conjecture
and ours. We suspect that in working out these relations the solitons intro-
duced in the author’s paper [2] will play a role.
A naively formulated analogue of Theorem 1(II) in our setting is the
following statement.
‘‘The A-module S of special points if of finite index in O\.’’
But the preceding statement is false, and spectacularly so: according to
Poonen [10, Theorem 2, p. 362], the A-module O\ is the direct sum of a
finite A-module and a free A-module of countably infinite rank! However,
as a consequence of Poonen’s structure theorem, the A-torsion submodule
of O\S must be finite. Let - S be the pre-image in O\ of the A-torsion
submodule of O\S. We define the special point index to be the Fitting
ideal attached to the finite A-module - SS. (By definition the Fitting
ideal of a finite A-module M is generated by >i fi , where i Afi A is any
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direct sum of finite cyclic A-modules isomorphic to M.) Consider the
following assertion
‘‘The special point index is prime to p.’’
Clearly the latter statement is equivalent to (47), and therefore perhaps the
special point index plays a role in function field arithmetic analogous to
that played in the classical setting by the class number of the maximal
totally real subfield of Q(‘p).
Now let us consider a concrete example. Take
q=3, d=3, p=T 3+2T 2+2T+2
The corresponding Goss zeta values of the form ‘(1&i) for i # M are as
follows:
‘(&1)=1
‘(&3)=1
‘(&5)=2 } (T 3+2T+2)
‘(&7)=T 3+2T+1
‘(&9)=1
‘(&11)=2 } (T 3+2T+1) } (T 6+T 4+2T 3+T 2+T+2)
‘(&13)=2 } (T 3+2T 2+2T+2) } (T 3+2T 2+T+1) } (T 3+2T 2+1)
‘(&15)=2 } (T 3+2T+2)3
‘(&17)=(T 6+T 4+T 3+T 2+2T+2)
} (T 18+2T 15+2T 13+T 12+2T 11+2T 9
+T 7+T 5+2T 4+2T 3+2T 2+2)
‘(&19)=(T 6+T 4+T 3+T 2+2T+2) } (T 3+2T+2)
‘(&21)=(T 3+2T+1)3
‘(&23)=2 } (T 6+T 4+2T 3+T 2+T+2)
} (T 24+T 22+T 21+T 20+2T 19+2T 18+T 16+T 15+T 14+2T 13
+T 12+2T 10+2T 9+T 8+2T 7+2T 6+2T 4+2T+1)
‘(&25)=(T 10+2T 9+T 8+T 7+T 6+T 4+T 3+2T+1)
} (T 10+T 9+T 8+2T 7+T 6+T 5+T 3+T 2+2T+2)
} (T 10+T 8+2T 5+T 4+2T 3+T 2+T+2)
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(We thank Goss for checking that the preceding zeta-values, when multiplied
out, agree with those in a table Goss prepared in the early 1980’s.) According
to the table p is nongeneric. Notice that p is almost generic in the sense that
p divides ‘(1&i) for exactly one i # M, namely i=14. The natural approach
to the verification of (47) for p=T 3+2T 2+2T+2 is to imitate Kummer’s
treatment of the example p=37. (The prime p=37 is similar in the sense
that, out of all the Bernoulli numbers B2 , ..., B34 , only B32 has numerator
divisible by p=37.) Kummer reduced the verification for p=37 of the state-
ment (4) to the computation of the power residue symbol at a suitably
chosen prime of a suitably constructed circular unit; similarly we can reduce
the verification for p=T 3+2T 2+2T+2 of statement (47) to the computa-
tion at a suitably chosen prime of a ‘‘Carlitz power residue symbol’’ of a
suitably constructed special point. Alas, although p is one of the most trac-
table examples of an nongeneric prime that we can produce, we were unable
to verify statement (47) for p. Here’s the rub: in order to construct the
necessary special point we have to know the special polynomial S14(t, z),
but the latter we found impossible to compute by brute force, and we have
no cleverer method for computing special polynomials.
It is an interesting problem to devise a procedure for verifying (47) as effi-
cient as the method [14, Prop. 8.18, p. 157] (essentially the same as Kum-
mer’s) for verifying the KummerVandiver conjecture. Perhaps to achieve
this goal it will be necessary to dispense with the special points and special
polynomials themselves and employ instead the special points in the tensor
powers of the Carlitz module constructed by Thakur and the author [3].
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